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All racers will begin at the same start line (1) 
near the Greenway entrance and run to their 
color-coded turnaround (BLUE, RED, or 
BLACK) to get a stamp on their racer tag then 
return to the Run-To-Bike Exchange (2) to 
complete the Run Leg.

From there, all team racers (unless 
completing back-to-back run and bike legs) 
will exchange wrist bands (racers tags 
attached) with their bike team member while 
solo racers will put on their helmets and hop 
on their bikes.  The bike racers will ride to 
their color-coded turn around (BLUE, RED, or 
BLACK) to get a stamp on their racer tag then 
return to the Bike-To-Field Dash Exchange (3) 
to complete the bike leg.

The Field Dash winds around Sarg Hubbard 
Park (please see enlarged map).  BLUE bibs 
will go to the Field Dash-To-Obstacle 
Exchange (4) and skip the Kayak while RED
and BLACK bibs will go the Field Dash-To-
Kayak-To-Obstacle Exchange (5) and transfer 
wristbands/racers tags.
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The obstacle course racer will 
finish the race just after going 
down the large slip-n-slide and 
hand off their wrist band with 
attached racer tag to the finish 
line officials to record 
bib/racer tag numbers and 
verify stamps.  To help the 
finish line standings go 
smoothly, please refrain from 
having more than 1 racer per 
team cross the finish line (6).
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Please see the posted wave 
sheets to determine the 
start time for your wave, 
which is directly related to 
your bib/racer tag number.  
Despite multiple groups 
starting at once, you will 
only be competing against 
other racers with bib 
numbers that also have the 
same first 2 digits.  

Example: Racers 1101 and 
1102 would be in one 
competing group while 
racers 1201 and 1202 
would be in different 
competing group but may 
be starting in the same 
wave.

Please 
remember 
to stay safe 
and have 

fun!
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